
The Honorable Sally Jewell
Secretary
U.S. Department of the Interior
1849 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20240

DATE

Dear Secretary Jewell:

We are writing to request that the U.S. Department of the Interior and Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management deny permit applications for geological and geophysical (G&G) exploration for oil and gas
resources along the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf (OCS). It is unnecessarily risky to pursue offshore oil
and gas exploration, including seismic airgun blasting, especially since the state of Florida is not currently
being considered for offshore oil and gas drilling and development, nor should it be.

We have several concerns with the proposed G&G activities along the Atlantic OCS. A significant body of
peer-reviewed science demonstrates that seismic airgun blasting results in displacement of fish, causes
catch rates of some commercial fish species to plummet, and disrupts vital feeding and breeding behaviors
in endangered whales. Since geophysical companies are not required to share information they gather about
oil and gas deposits, seismic airgun blasting will be conducted repeatedly by each company that is
approved for a permit, unnecessarily exposing fish and marine animals to repeated rounds of blasting from
seismic airguns.

Opposition to seismic airgun use is widespread and growing. More than 110 towns, cities, and counties in
East Coast states, including more than 30 in Florida, have passed resolutions opposing seismic use and/or
offshore oil drilling in federal waters. Additionally:

 Our own State Department of Environmental Protection sent a letter in April recommending that
the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management “delay permitting until data/information that is not
currently available can be collected and effects assessed using this new information.”

 The South Atlantic Fishery Management Council, the International Game Fish Association, the
Billfish Foundation and the Southeastern Fisheries Association have all expressed concerns with
proposed seismic airgun blasting.

 A group of 75 scientists, including some of the world’s leading experts in marine biology, called on
your administration to reverse its decision to permit seismic surveys in the Atlantic, citing
“significant, long-lasting, and widespread impacts” on the region’s fish and whale populations
should it proceed.

 Twenty-eight scientists with expertise on the North Atlantic right whale sent a similar letter stating
that “the additional stress of widespread seismic airgun surveys may well represent a tipping point
for the survival of this endangered whale, contributing significantly to a decline towards
extinction.”

Six years have passed since the BP Deepwater Horizon disaster in the Gulf of Mexico, yet Floridians
remain acutely aware of the risks that offshore drilling poses to our state’s marine environment and
tourism-based economy. On May 12 of this year, a drilling rig operated by Royal Dutch Shell spilled close
to 90,000 gallons of oil off the coast of Louisiana. This is not the future we envision for our state.



It is shortsighted and ill-advised to subject marine wildlife and the coastal communities that depend on
healthy oceans to seismic airgun blasting, when we object to the endgame of offshore drilling.

We respectfully request that you deny permit applications to conduct seismic airgun blasting for oil and gas
resources off the coast of Florida.

Sincerely,

CC: Penny Pritzker, Secretary, U.S. Secretary of Commerce
Dr. Kathryn Sullivan, Administrator, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Abigail Ross Hopper, Director, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management



A RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE CITY OF ________OPPOSITION TO SEISMIC BLASTING AND OFFSHORE
DRILLING ACTIVITIES

WHEREAS, the U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) is currently in the process of trying to
open the Mid and South Atlantic Ocean to exploration and development of offshore oil and gas
including risky methods, such as seismic blasting; and,

WHEREAS, seismic air-guns fire intense blasts of compressed air, one of the loudest manmade sounds in
the ocean at 200-230 decibels, every 10 seconds, 24 hours a day for week to months on end that could
prove harmful or injure and kill dolphins, whales, endangered sea turtles, fish, and other marine life;

WHEREAS, the full impact of seismic blasting and offshore drilling in the Atlantic Ocean are not yet fully
understood by scientists, the oil and gas industry, BOEM, or the Federal Government; and,

WHEREAS, exploratory and commercial drilling, extraction, and transportation of offshore oil and gas
resources pose a significant risk of an oil spill and leakage of other toxic waste; and,

WHEREAS, eventual offshore drilling may require significant onshore infrastructure, such as pipelines or
refineries, which may harm the character of the coast; and,

WHEREAS, offshore drilling activities pose threats to treasured vacation destinations on Florida’s Coasts,
which are of intrinsic economic value for numerous industries, serve as essential nursery habitats for
recreational and commercially important fisheries, and act as natural buffers from storm surge and
hurricanes; and,

WHEREAS, the city of _______ recognizes that tourism and fishing related to a healthy and vibrant
coastal environment both serve as major economic drivers benefiting the current and future residents,
property owners, and visitors to Florida; and,

WHEREAS, the City _______endeavors to be a good steward of the state and region’s environment and
its resources; and,

WHEREAS, the exploration and development of oil and gas off the coasts of Florida will not effectively
address the long-term energy needs of our country; and,

WHEREAS, the city ________recommends that it would be more economically and ecologically
responsible to pursue non-polluting sources of renewable energy that pose less risk to the coastal
environment and economic health before using uncertain methods of seismic blasting for offshore oil
and gas exploration.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY OF__________________ THAT:

Seismic airgun testing for oil and gas exploration and drilling for oil and natural gas in the Atlantic Ocean
will put Florida’s environment, beaches, marine resources and local economies at risk; therefore the
__________City Council expresses its opposition to these activities and urges the President’s
administration to stop this process and ensure the vitality of vulnerable local economies on Florida’s
coast.

Signed_____________________________________________ Date:_____________________________
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